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ON FIRST ORDER CONGRUENCES OF LINES IN P4 WITH
IRREDUCIBLE FUNDAMENTAL SURFACE
PIETRO DE POI
Abstrat. In this artile we study ongruenes of lines in P
n
, and in partiu-
lar of order one. After giving general results, we obtain a omplete lassiation
in the ase of P
4
in whih the fundamental surfae F is in fat a varietyi.e.
it is integraland the ongruene is the irreduible set of the triseant lines
of F .
1. Introdution
A ongruene of lines in Pn is a family of lines of dimension n−1, and its order is
the number of lines passing through a general point in Pn. Here we are interested in
lassifying ongruenes of order one in P4 with redued and irreduible fundamental
surfaes. In this situation, this means that the ongruene is the losure of the
triseant line of its fundamental surfae, see below.
The rst thing one an say, about rst order ongruenes, is thatthanks to the
Zariski main theoremthe foal lous Φ oinides with the fundamental lous, i.e.
it is haraterized by the fat that through a point in it there pass innitely many
lines of the family. Although for a general ongruene in Pn one expets that Φ
issine it is the image of the ramiation divisorof dimension n− 1, in the ase
in whih we are interested, sine it oinides with the fundamental lous, usually
it is reduible (and non-redued) of dimension (at most) n − 2. More preisely,
the ongruene is (a subvariety of) the family of the (n − 1)-seant lines to the
foal lous Φ, see Proposition 2.1 below. In partiular, in the ase of rst order
ongruenes in P4, Φ is, in general, a reduible and non-redued sheme of dimension
two; see [13℄, Example (2). Here we are interested in the ase in whih the pure
foal lous is in fat a variety (i.e. it is redued and irreduible) of dimension two,
and the ongruene is given by the family of the triseant lines of this fundamental
surfaeprovided that this family is irreduible. For the history, other general
results and referenes about rst order ongruenes, see [12℄, [13℄ and [14℄.
In this paper the study of these ongruenes is arried on: we extend the lassi-
ation of Asione, Severi and Marletta (see [4℄, [42℄ and [35℄, see also [5℄), of the
rst order ongruenes in P4 given by the family of the triseant lines of a surfae
Fprovided that the family is irreduiblewithout assumptions on the singulari-
ties of F . It is interesting thatin this general asethe order of the family of the
triseant lines of an irreduible surfae F in P4 is less than or equal to the num-
ber of its apparent triple points, while in the lassial studies it was always equal,
sine they allowed only general singularities for the surfae F (see for example in
[35℄). We will also show, in Example 2, a surfae without triseants but with one
apparent triple point. We note here that some of the surfaes, or, more generally,
varieties with one apparent triple point an be onstrutedas observed in Remark
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2 of [2℄via the so alled ompletely subhomoloidal systems of hypersurfaes (see
Denition 1 of [2℄); atually, in this ase of ubi hyperplanes. In fat, their on-
strution is a generalization of the one givenobtained independently from that
of [2℄in (the proof of) Theorem 2.6 of [14℄. Conerning the triseant lines to a
surfae in P5, there are results of I. Bauer, in [7℄ and [8℄ (see also [40℄).
This artile is strutured as follows: after giving, in Setion 2, the basi deni-
tions, we onsider some general results about ongruenes in Pn, whih are in fat
an extension of the results of [14℄. We start with the alulus of the degree of the
hypersurfae in Pn whih orresponds to a (speial) linear setion of a ongruene.
We use this in Subsetion 2.2 to study the omponents of the intersetion of two
of these hypersurfaes. After giving the entral denition of fundamental d-loi for
ongruenes of order one, we study in Subsetion 2.3 all the other subshemes of
the foal lous of this situation, whih we will all the parasiti shemes. This is
a generalization of the lassial denition of the parasiti planes for a rst order
ongruene in P4 (see [4℄ and [35℄)and in this last ase of rst order ongruenes
in P4 the two denitions agree. In this subsetion the rst important properties of
these shemes are proved; it is worth noting that the family of lines ontained in a
parasiti sheme of dimension d has dimension at least d. We nish this setion by
giving some general formulae from whih we get a degree bound for the fundamen-
tal (n − 2)-lousif it oinides with the pure fundamental lous. Unfortunately,
this bound is not sharp, as we will see in the ase in P4.
The ongruenes of order one in P4 with an irreduible fundamental surfae are
lassied in Setion 3. We obtain, in Theorem 1.1, a omplete list (for further
details about these ongruenes, the fundamental surfaes and the parasiti planes,
see Setion 3); for stating this theorem, we need to say that for us apossibly
singularDel Pezzo surfae in P5 is as dened in [16℄, i.e. P2 blown-up in 4 points
in quasi-general position (position presque generale of [16℄, pag. 39), embedded via
its antianonial system; in partiular the surfae is normal, see pag. 63 of [16℄, and
so it has at most isolated singularities, while apossibly singularBordiga surfae
in P4 is the degeneray lous of a map φ ∈ Hom(O⊕3
P4
,O⊕4
P4
(1))if the minors
vanish in the expeted (irreduible) odimension two. We will see in Lemma 3.15
that suh a surfae has at most ve singular points. A lassial referene for the
Bordiga surfaes is in [39℄, Chapter XIV.
Theorem 1.1. The irreduible surfaes in P4 whose triseant lines generate an
irreduible rst order ongruene are
(1) a smooth (projeted) Veronese surfae;
(2) a projetion of apossibly singularDel Pezzo surfae in P5 from a point
not lying on a plane ontaining an irreduible oni of the surfae;
(3) a projetion of a smooth rational normal sroll S in P6 from a line whih
does not interset S;
(4) a Bordiga surfae (whih has at most ve singular points).
We nish the artile studying whih of the ongruenes of Theorem 1.1 are
smooth, if interpreted as 3-folds in the Grassmannian G(1, 4). For simpliity, we
restrit ourself to the ases of smooth surfaes.
Theorem 1.2. The smooth surfaes in P4, whose triseant lines form an irreduible
rst order ongruene B whih is smooth in G(1, 4), are
(1) the smooth projeted Veronese surfae, in whih ase B is a linear ongru-
ene, whih has bidegree (1, 2) and setional genus one; it is a Fano variety
of index two (for more details, see Subsetion 2.1 of [14℄);
(2) the smooth Bordiga surfae, in whih ase B has bidegree (1, 8) and setional
genus 10 (see Subsetion 2.2 of [14℄ for more details).
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We note nally that linear ongruenes in P4 were studied lassiallyamong
othersby G. Castenuovo in [9℄, and G. Fano, in [19℄ and [20℄ whih are the soure
of inspiration for the elebrated works on Fano varieties by V. A. Iskovskih ([28℄
and [29℄).
2. Notations, definitions and general results
We will work with shemes and varieties over the omplex eld C. with the stan-
dard denitions and notation as in [26℄. For us a variety will always be irreduible
and projetive. More information about general results and referenes about fami-
lies of lines, foal diagrams and ongruenes an be found in [13℄ or [12℄. Besides,
we refer to [23℄ for notations about Shubert yles and to [22℄ for the denitions
and results of intersetion theory. So we denote the general Shubert yle by:
σa0,a1 := [{ℓ ∈ G(1, n) | a0 ≥ a1, ℓ ∩ P
n−1−a0 6= ∅, ℓ,Pn−1−a0 ⊂ Pn−a1}].
Here we reall that a ongruene of lines in Pn is a at family (Λ, B, p) of lines in
Pn obtained by the desingularization of a subvariety B′ of dimension n − 1 of the
Grassmannian G(1, n) of lines in Pn. We an summarize all the notations whih
are used in the following two diagrams: the rst one denes the family
Λ := ψ∗(H1,n)
ψ∗
−−−−→ H1,n
p2
−−−−→ Pn
p
y p1y
B
ψ
−−−−→ B′ ⊂ G(1, n),
where H1,n ⊂ G(1, n)× Pn is the inidene variety and ψ is the desingularization
map, and the seond one explains the notation for the elements of the family
Λb ⊂ Λ
f :=p2◦ψ
∗
−−−−−−→ Pn ⊃ Λ(b) := f(Λb)
p
y
b ∈ B.
So p is the restrition of the rst projetion p1 : B × Pn → B to Λ, while we
will denote the restrition of the seond projetion by f : Λ → Pn. Λb := p−1(b),
(b ∈ B) will be a line of the family and f(Λb) =: Λ(b) is a line in Pn. From the
denition, we get that Λ is a smooth variety of dimension n.
A point y ∈ Pn is alled fundamental if its bre f−1(y) has dimension greater
than the dimension of the general one. The fundamental lous is the set of the
fundamental points. It is denoted by Ψ. The subsheme of the foi of the rst
order or, simply, the foal sheme V ⊂ Λ is the sheme of the ramiation points
of f . The lous of the rst order foi, or, simply, the foal lous, Φ := f(V ) ⊂ Pn,
is the set of the branh points of f . In this artile, as we did in [13℄, we will endow
this lous with the sheme struture given by onsidering it as the sheme-theoreti
image of V under f (see, for example, [26℄).
To a ongruene is assoiated a sequene of degrees (a0, . . . , aν) if we write
[B] =
ν∑
i=0
aiσn−1−i,i
where we put ν :=
[
n−1
2
]
and [B] denotes the rational equivalene lass of Bas
a linear ombination of Shubert yles of the Grassmannian; in partiular, the
order a0 is the number of lines of B passing through a general point in P
n
, and
the lass aν is the number of lines interseting a general ν-plane and ontained in
a general (n− ν)-plane (i.e. as a Shubert yle, [B] · σn−1−ν,ν). The fundamental
lous is ontained in the foal lous and the two loi oinide in the ase of a rst
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order ongruene, see Proposition 2.3 i.e. through a foal point there will pass
innitely many lines of the ongruene. An important resultindependent of order
and lassis the following:
Proposition 2.1. (C. Segre, [41℄). On every line Λb ⊂ Λ of the family, the foal
subsheme V either oinides with the whole Λbin whih ase Λ(b) is alled foal
lineor is a zero dimensional subsheme of Λb of length n − 1. Moreover, in the
latter ase, if Λ is a rst order ongruene, Φ ∩ Λ(b) has length n− 1.
See [13℄ for a proof.
2.1. Linear setions of a ongruene in G(1, n). Let B(⊂ G(1, n)) be a on-
gruene with sequene of degrees (a0, . . . , aν); then we have that
Proposition 2.2. Let VΠ be the sroll given by the lines of the ongruene whih
meet a (xed) general (n− 2)-plane Π. Then VΠ is a hypersurfae in Pn of degree
a0 + a1.
Proof. We denote p(f−1(VΠ)) =: GΠ; learly, as a Shubert yle, [GΠ] = [B] · σ1,
and an easy appliation of Pieri's formula gives
(1) [GΠ] =
ν∑
k=1
((
k∑
i=0
ai)σn−k,k).
Sine VΠ is a hypersurfae, to obtain its degree we an interset it with a general
line and ompute the length of the zero dimensional subsheme so obtained, or,
whih is the same, alulate the intersetion of [GΠ] with the Shubert yle σn−2,
i.e. the lines whih meet a general line. So, from the intersetion formula for
omplementary Shubert yles, we have the laim. 
Remark. If B is a rst order ongruene, ℓ is a line of it not ontained in VΠ and P
is a point in VΠ∩ℓ, then P is a fous for B, sine at least two lines of the ongruene
pass through it.
2.2. Congruenes of lines in Pn with Φ = Ψ. From now on we will onsider
ongruenes suh that the fundamental lous oinides with the foal lous (i.e.
Φ = Ψ). We will see that with this hypothesis a ongruene has order either zero
or one (and vie versa). First of all we see that
Proposition 2.3. [C. Segre, [41℄℄ The fundamental lous of a ongruene Λ of
order either zero or one oinides with the foal lous and has dimension at most
n− 2.
Proof. The ase of order a0 = 0 is immediate by dimensional reasons. Let us now
onsider the ase a0 = 1: the fat that the two loi oinide is a straightforward
onsequene of the Zariski Main Theorem, see [26℄, sine the map f is generially
(1 : 1).
The fundamental lous F annot have dimension n−1; otherwise the subsheme
of the rst order foi V would oinide with Λ, and this would ontradit the fat
that we have a (1 : 1) map. 
The following result was suggested to us by F. Catanese:
Theorem 2.4. Let B be a ongruene whose foal lous F has odimension at least
two. Then, B has order either zero or one.
This theorem an be found in [15℄. The proof is as follows: onsider the restri-
tion of the map f : Λ → Pn to the set Λ \ f−1(F ). Then, either f−1(F ) = Λ,
in whih ase B is a ongruene of order zero, or the map f |Λ\f−1(F ) denes an
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unramied overing of the set Pn \ F . But it is a well-known fat thatby dimen-
sional reasonsPn\F is simply onneted and Λ\f−1(F ) is onneted. Therefore,
f |Λ\f−1(F ) is a homeomorphism, hene f is a birational map and B is a rst order
ongruene.
Corollary 2.5. A ongruene in Pn has order zero or one if and only if the foal
lous Φ oinides with the fundamental lous Ψ; moreover, dim(Φ) ≤ n− 2.
Proposition 2.6. Let Λ be a ongruene suh that Φ = Ψ, and let Π and Π′ be
general (n−2)-planes in Pn. Then the omplete intersetion of the hypersurfaes VΠ
and VΠ′ is a (reduible) (n− 2)-dimensional sheme Γ whihset-theoretiallyis
the union of the (n − 2)-dimensional sroll Σ given by the lines of the ongruene
meeting Π and Π′, whih has degree a0 + 2a1 + a2 if n > 3 and a0 + a1 for n ≤ 3
and the foal lous Φ (possibly as an embedded omponent of Σ).
Proof. First of all, we observe that if a point P in VΠ ∩ VΠ′ does not belong to the
sroll Σ, then it belongs to the fundamental lous. Indeed in this ase
P ∈ ℓ ∩ ℓ′, where ℓ ∈ GΠ, ℓ ∈ GΠ′ , and ℓ 6= ℓ
′
as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, GΠ and GΠ′ denote the subvarieties of the
Grassmannian orresponding to the two srolls VΠ and VΠ′ . Sine Π and Π
′
are
general, P belongs to innitely many lines of Λ.
Reiproally, if P ∈ Ψ is a general foal point, the set of the lines of B through
P , χP , is a one of dimension (at least) two, so its intersetion with Π and Π
′
is
not empty and therefore P ∈ VΠ ∩ VΠ′ .
Finally it remains to prove that the degree of the sroll is a0+2a1+ a2 if n > 3;
but this follows from the Shubert alulus:
[GΠ] · [GΠ′ ] =
ν∑
i=1
((
i−1∑
j=0
(ν − i+ 1)aj +
ν∑
j=i
(ν − j + 1)aj)σn−i,i+1).
Sine the sroll Σ has dimension (n− 2), to obtain its degree we an alulate the
intersetion of [GΠ] · [GΠ′ ] with the Shubert yle σn−3, i.e. the lines whih meet
a general plane, and the result follows from the Shubert alulus. 
Sine in the appliations of the preeding proposition the ases for n ≤ 3 an be
treated analogously to the other ones (and the main results are the same), we will
onsider from now on only the ases with n > 3.
2.3. The parasiti shemes. A entral denition, introdued rst in [13℄, is that
of fundamental d-lous for a rst order ongruene, i.e. the subsheme of the
fundamental lous of pure dimension d, with 0 ≤ d ≤ n − 2, whih is met by the
general line of the ongruene. Let us see how these shemes are onstruted: the
losed set
Sd := {(Λ(b), P ) ∈ Λ | rk(df(Λ(b),P )) ≤ d}
has a natural subsheme struture, whih is dened by a Fitting ideal, i.e. the ideal
generated by the (d + 1)-minors of df (or, by the Fitting lemma, see [18℄, by the
d-minors of λ), see [30℄; in partiular, Sn−1 = V . Let us dene
Dd+1 := Sd+1 \ Sd
with the sheme struture indued by Sd+1. Finally, we onsider the sheme-
theoreti image Φd of Dd+1 in P
n
under f . The omponent of Φd of pure dimension
d (with the sheme struture indued by Φd) whih is met by the general line of the
ongruene is the fundamental d-lous. But the fundamental d-loi do not always
ll up the fundamental lous: for example, if we onsider the ongruene in P4
given by the triseant lines of a surfae whih ontains a plane urve of degree at
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least three, the plane of this urve is ontained in the fundamental lous, beause
all its lines are foal, but it is not a omponent of the fundamental 2-lous. The
omponents we miss are the parasiti shemes:
Denition 2.1. An irreduible subsheme η of the foal lous Φ of a ongruene
(Λ, B, p) of (pure) dimension d, with 2 ≤ d ≤ n − 2, is alled i-parasiti for the
ongruene (Λ, B, p) (or simply parasiti) if
(1) through every point P ∈ η, there pass innitely many (foal) lines of the
ongruene ontained in η,
(2) η is a omponent of Φ with geometri multipliity i = lengthO(η)red ,Φ
(Oη,Φ),
(3) η is not met by the general line of the ongruene.
Remark. If η is an i-parasiti d-dimensional sheme, it is straightforward that
its Fano sheme F(η), i.e. the family of lines ontained in it, is suh that d ≤
dim(F(η)) ≤ n− 2. In partiular, if n = 4, the support of η is a plane, i.e. we an
have only parasiti planes.
Atually, in order to lassify the rst order ongruenes, the fundamental d-loi
are the important subshemes of the foal lous, sine suh a ongruene an be
haraterized as the set of lines whih meet the fundamental d-loi a ertain number
of times, thanks to the Classiation Theorem 3.2 of [13℄. For stating it, we need
the following notations: we will denote by Ci the fundamental (n − 1 − i)-lous,
and by Ci,j its irreduible omponents (with the sheme struture indued by Ci).
Moreover, if Λ(b) is a line of the ongruene not ontained in Ci,j , we will set
Ci,j ∩ Λ(b) := Zi,j = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pki,j , where Pa, a ∈ {1, . . . , ki,j} is a fat point of
length ha. Then, the Classiation Theorem is the following:
Theorem 2.7. Let (Λ, B, p) be a rst order ongruene of lines in Pn. Then, using
the above notations, the ongruene B is a subvariety (and so it is irreduible and of
dimension n−1) of the set B1 ⊂ G(1, n) of lines meeting Ci,j in a zero-dimensional
sheme Zi,j , for every i = 1, . . . , n−1, and j = 1, · · · , j(i) and the following relation
holds:
(2) n− 1 =
n−1∑
i=1
(
j(i)∑
j=1
(
ki,j∑
a=1
ha)),
and ha ≥ i.
See [13℄ for a proof. Atually, in [13℄ we made the impliit assumption that B1
was irreduible and of dimension n− 1; but the proof given there holds also in the
present ase.
Atually, we do not know examples of rst order ongruenes B that are only a
omponent of B1 (and not the whole set), so we onjeture that this is irreduible,
if it has order one. Instead, if a0 > 1 (and Φ ) Ψ) there are examples in whih B1
is reduible:
Example 1. Let us onsider a smooth surfae F ⊂ P4 of degree 10 and setional
genus 6, i.e. either an abelian or a biellipti surfae and F is bred in plane
ubis and the triseants of the ubis generate a quinti hypersurfae (see [38℄)
and therefore they generate a ongruene of order zero. But it is easy to see that
there is (at least) another omponent of B1: in fat, if we apply the triple point
formula to F (see for example [5℄, i.e. Formula (8) whih an be found below), we
obtain that B1 has to have order 40.
We have Φ ) Ψ sine if we apply the quadruple point formula for a smooth
surfae in P4 (see [32℄) to F , we obtain that the degree of the hypersurfae Q of the
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quadriseant lines of F is 130 (and learly Q ⊂ Φ, sine a quadriseant is a foal
line).
We ould onlude that Φ ) Ψ also applying Theorem 2.11 below. A similar
disussion about this example an be found in [6℄.
In any ase, the results of [13℄ are orret, sine there the ongruenes are given
by the joining lines a urve and a surfae (and then B is birationally equivalent to
the produt of the urve and the surfae).
Proposition 2.8. The omponents of the foal lous of a rst order ongruene of
lines in Pn are the fundamental d-loi, where d varies between 0 and n− 2, and the
parasiti shemes.
Proof. If η is a (maximal) subsheme of the foal lous of dimension d whih is not a
fundamental d-lous and P a general point in it, then through P there pass innitely
many lines of the ongruene. Besides, sine P is not a point in the fundamental
d-lous, on eah of the innitely many lines of the ongruene through P there are
at least n − 1 other foi distint from P ; therefore, these are fundamental lines,
whih are to be ontained in η. 
Remark. The denition of parasiti plane for a ongruene of lines in P4 was intro-
dued by Asione in [4℄, and used in [35℄. Asione was interested in lassifying the
surfaes S with one apparent triple point, i.e. the surfaes suh that for a general
point in P4 there passes only one triseant line of S. Then the parasiti planes
ome out naturally as the omponents of the foal lous dierent from S.
Marletta generalized this onept to general ongruenes in higher dimensional
spaes, in [36℄: he dened an i-parasiti d-plane, with d < (n + 1)/2 as a linear
spae suh that a general line ℓ in it is of multipliity i for the ongruene (i.e.
deg(f−1(ℓ)) = i). The limitation on the dimension is due to the fat that higher
dimensional linear spaes ontain too many lines, i.e. they ontain families of
lines of dimension greater than n− 1.
Remark. An i-parasiti (n−2)-dimensional sheme η, by denition, is a omponent
of the foal lous Φ whose geometri multipliity in Φ is i. Then it is a omponent
of the sheme Γ of Proposition 2.6 with geometri multipliity i2. In fat, the
intersetion multipliity i((η)red, VΠ · VΠ′ ,Pn) of (η)red in VΠ · VΠ′ is equal to the
geometri multipliity of (η)red in Γ, but i((η)red, VΠ · VΠ′ ,P
n) = i2.
From now on, we will denote by i the multipliity of a general parasiti (n− 2)-
dimensional sheme. We will also set x :=
∑
i2bi, where i varies among all the
i-parasiti (n− 2)-dimensional shemes ηi and bi := deg(ηi)red.
Denition 2.2. The union of the fundamental d-loi of Ψ is alled pure funda-
mental lous, or, in what follows, simply fundamental lous and it is denoted by
F .
Proposition 2.9. If F is the pure fundamental lous and η is an i-parasiti d-
dimensional sheme, then F ∩ η has odimension one in η. Besides,
(3) i =
n−2∑
k=1
j(k)∑
j=1
(
µk,j
n− 1
)
where µk,j := deg(Ck,j ∩ η) and Ck,j , j = 1, . . . , j(k), varies among the irreduible
omponents of the fundamental k-lous.
Proof. If, by ontradition, dim(F ∩ η) ≤ d− 2 and ℓ is a general line ontained in
η, we have ℓ∩F = ∅. But every foal line ontained in the sheme η is a line of the
ongruene, so it ontains at least (n− 1) foal points.
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A general foal line ℓ ontained in the parasiti sheme η intersets Ck,j in µk,j
points, so taking the µk,j points (n− 1) by (n− 1) we obtain the formula. 
2.4. General formulae and degree bounds. We will suppose, throughout this
subsetion, that the fundamental (n− 2)-lous C ⊂ F is not empty.
In what follows, let Cj , j = 1, . . . , h be the (n − 2)-dimensional irreduible
omponents of C; we will denote then by mj the degree of (Cj)red and by kj the
algebrai multipliity of (Cj)red on VΠ. Finally, we put ℓj := length((Cj)red∩Λ(b)),
where Λ(b) is a general line of the ongruene.
Proposition 2.10. The following formulae hold:
h∑
j=1
ℓjkj ≤ a0 + a1,(4)
(a0 + a1)
2 = x+
h∑
j=1
k2jmj + a0 + 2a1 + a2;(5)
moreover, if the pure fundamental lous has pure dimension n−2, the equality holds
in formula (4).
Proof. If we take a line Λ(b) of the ongruene not ontained in F ∩ VΠ, then,
interseting Λ(b) with VΠ, we obtain a zero dimensional sheme of length a0 + a1,
sine, as we have seen in Proposition 2.2, this is the degree of VΠ. VΠ∩Λ(b) ontains
the shemes (Cj)red ∩ Λ(b), whih have length ℓj , and the intersetion multipliity
of eah of the irreduible omponents of (Cj)red∩Λ(b) in it is kj , so the relation (4)
is proved. If F has pure dimension n− 2, then Λ(b) does not interset VΠ in points
dierent from F , and the equality in formula (4) holds.
We reall that, by Proposition 2.6, the degree of Γ := VΠ ∩VΠ′ is (a0+a1)2, and
its omponents of maximal dimension areby Proposition 2.8the fundamental
(n − 2)-lous, the parasiti shemes and the sroll Σ. A omponent (Cj)red of the
fundamental (n− 2)-lous has geometri multipliity in Γ equal to k2j . The proof of
this fat is as the one of the preeding remark for the multipliity of the i-parasiti
shemes: the intersetion multipliity i((Cj)red, VΠ ·VΠ′ ,Pn) of (Cj)red in VΠ ·VΠ′ is
equal to the geometri multipliity of (Cj)red in Γ, but i((Cj)red, VΠ ·VΠ′ ,Pn) = k2j .
Finally, as we have seen, the i-parasiti shemes of dimension n − 2 give x =∑
i2bi, and the sroll Σ has degree a0 + 2a1 + a2, so we get formula (5). 
Theorem 2.11. If (Λ, B, p) is a rst order ongruene of lines in Pn suh that its
pure fundamental lous F is irreduible and oinides with the fundamental (n−2)-
lous; then
n− 1
k′
< m < (n− 1)2,
where m := deg(F )red and k
′
is the geometri multipliity of (F )red in F .
Proof. If we substitute formula (4), whih in this partiular ase beomes an equal-
ity, in formula (5), we obtain
(6) (n− 1)2k2 − k2m− 1− 2a1 − a2 = x ≥ 0,
where k is the algebrai multipliity of (F )red on VΠand sine −1−2a1−a2 < 0
by formula (5), we dedue m < (n− 1)2.
We have that n − 1 < k′m by degree reasons, sine the ongruene is given by
the lines whih interset F in a zero dimensional sheme of length n− 1. 
An interesting orollary of the preeding theorem is the following (see Theo-
rem 1.3 of [14℄):
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Corollary 2.12. Given a rst order ongruene in Pn, whih is moreover generated
by the (n−1)-seant lines of an irreduible (n−2)-dimensional variety F of degreed,
then F annot be a omplete intersetion. In partiular, if F is smooth, n ≤ 5.
See Theorem 1.3 of [14℄ for a proof.
3. Congruenes in P4
3.1. Multiple point formulae. We start with some multiple point formulae for a
smooth surfae S ⊂ Pn. In this subsetion, let us denote by m the degree of S, by
π its setional genus and by χ its Euler-Poinaré harateristi. Besides, K and H
are the anonial and hyperplane divisors, respetively. A triseant (n−3)-plane of
S is a linear spae that interset the surfae in a zero dimensional sheme of length
(at least) three. A standard appliation of the triple point formula of [31℄ is the
following:
Proposition 3.1. Let S be a smooth surfae in Pn and ℓ be an (n− 4)-plane with
ℓ ∩ S = ∅ and through whih there is a nite number of triseant (n − 3)-planes
of S. If we set t := length(ξ ∩WP ) where ξ,WP ⊂ G(n − 3, n) ⊂ P(
n+1
3 )−1
are,
respetively, the family of triseant (n − 3)-planes of X and the Shubert variety
of the (n − 3)-planes through ℓ (embedded via the Plüker embedding), then the
following formula holds:
(7) t =
1
6
m3 −
3
2
m2 +
13
3
m−mπ +K2 + 8π − 4χ− 8.
In partiular, for the general ℓ, there will pass t triseant (n− 3)-planes.
The proof is analogous to the one given for Proposition 3.1 of [14℄. Clearly, t is
the number of triple points of the general projetion of S from ℓ to a P3, i.e. t is
the order of the ongruene of the triseant lines of a general projetion of S in P4.
We note that in the ase n = 4 we obtain
(8) t =
(
m− 1
3
)
− π(m− 3) + 2χ− 2,
whih an be found in [5℄.
3.2. Congruenes. In this setion we study the ongruenes of lines of order one
with a redued irreduible surfae F , proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
In this ase the sequene of degrees is formed only by the order, whih is one,
and the lass. In what follows, we will use the following notations:
• F ⊂ P4 is an irreduible surfae of degree m and setional geometri genus
π; so 3 < m < 9 by Theorem 2.11;
• α : Y → F the normalization of F and β : S → Y the minimal desingular-
ization of Y . We also set ϕ := β ◦ α;
• K denotes the anonial divisor of S and χ its Euler-Poinaré harateristi;
besides, we set H := ϕ∗(OF (1)), and therefore 2π − 2 = m+H ·K.
• H ′ is a general hyperplane in P4 and CH′ := F∩H ′ is the general hyperplane
setion of F ;
• h is the number of apparent double points of the urve CH′ .
• η is a general i-parasiti plane, C = η∩F is the urve in η of Proposition 2.9;
µ ≥ 3 is the degree of C, so i =
(
µ
3
)
, by Proposition 2.9;
• x :=
∑
i2 where the sum varies among all the parasiti planes of the on-
gruene, a is the lass of the ongruene and k is the algebrai multipliity
of F on VΠ (see Proposition 2.2); so, formula (6) beomes
(9) (n− 1)2k2 − k2m− 1− 2a = x ≥ 0.
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We begin with some general results about ongruenes and triseant lines of
surfaes in P4.
Proposition 3.2. The family B of the triseant lines of a nondegenerate surfae
F ⊂ P4 is either empty (with the onvention that a line ontained in F is not a
triseant) or has dimension three.
Proof. There is a natural surjetive map φ : Al3(F )→ B, where Al3(F ) ⊂ Hilb3(F )
is the subsheme of ollinear (i.e. whih are ontained in a line) triple points (see
[34℄).
Indeed, Al3(F ) ∼= Hilb3(F ) ×Hilb3(P4) Al
3(P4), so either Al3(F ) is empty or has
dimension at least three, beause dim(Al3 P4) = 9. Hene the same onlusion
holds for B, beause the general bre of φ is nite (if not, all the triseants lines of
F are ontained in F , and F is a plane).
Moreover, we an exlude that dim(B) > 3. In fat, if it had dimension four, then
through a general point P of F would pass ∞2 lines of the ongruene. Therefore,
this would be the join of S and P and so the general seant line would be a triseant:
this would ontradit the triseant lemma. 
We need also the following lemma, whih was suggested by K. Ranestad.
Lemma 3.3. If F ⊂ Pn is an (n − 2)-dimensional irreduible one with vertex
V ∼= Pk, then the family of (n− 1)-seant lines of F either is a ongruene of order
zero or it has dimension greater than n− 1.
Proof. If P ∈ Pn is a point through whih there is an (n − 1)-seant line ℓP of F ,
then every line of ℓPV passing through P is in fat an (n− 1)-seant line of F . 
We give now some remarks about the ongruenes generated by the triseants of
a singular surfae in P4.
Denition 3.1. Let F be an irreduible surfae in Pn; the number of its apparent
triple pointswhih will be denoted in what follows by τis the number of triple
points of a general projetion of F to a P3 whih are not projetions of triple points
of F .
Therefore, the number of apparent triple points τ is equal to the t of Proposi-
tion 3.1 for a smooth surfae S ⊂ Pn.
Proposition 3.4. If F is an irreduible surfae in P4, then τ ≥ a0where a0
is the order of the ongruene of the triseants of F ; moreover, if F has isolated
singularities, the equality holds.
Proof. It follows from the fat that a projetion of a triseant line gives a triple
point, and if a projeiton of a seant linewhih is not a triseantgives a triple
point, then one of the two seany point is a multiple point for F and so lies on a
singular lous of dimension one. 
The two numbers a0 and τ are not always the same, as the following example
shows:
Example 2. It is a well known fat, whih also follows easily from formula (7) that
the Veronese surfae V ⊂ P5 has one apparent triple point. In fat, the projetion
of V from a line that does not interset it to a P3 is the Steiner Roman surfae.
Therefore, if we projet it from a point not in the seant variety of V to a P4, we
obtain a smooth surfae F whose triseants generate a rst order ongruene.
But if the projetion is not general, i.e. if we projet from a point (not on
the Veronese surfae) of the seant variety of V , the projetion F ⊂ P4 has not
triseants, sine it is easy to see that F is the omplete intersetion of two quadris.
Moreover, the singular lous of F is a (double) line.
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Corollary 3.5. Let S be a smooth surfae in Pn, with n ≥ 5; for a partiular
proietion F of S from an (n − 5)-plane ℓ with ℓ ∩ S = ∅ to a P4, the order a0 of
the family of the triseant lines of F is less than or equal to the number of apparent
triple points τ of Swith τ = a0 if F has only isolated singularities.
Proposition 3.6. Let F be an irreduible surfae in P4 with sing(F ) =: ℓ of
dimension one and whose triseant lines generate a rst order ongruene B. Then
we annot have length(λ(b) ∩ ℓ) = 2, with λ(b) ∈ B (i.e. two of the foi ontained
in ℓ as a subsheme in F ).
Proof. In fat, if it were so,(an irreduible omponent of) B would be the join of
(a omponent of) ℓ and F ; (ℓ)red must be a plane urve, sine its seant variety is
ontained in the foal lous. Let π be a plane suh that (ℓ)red ⊂ π; in eah element
Π of the penil of hyperplanes P1π ontaining it, the ongruene indues a rst order
ongruene of P3(∼= Π). But this annot happen, sine Π∩ F ontains ℓ at least as
a double urve and therefore by the lassiation of rst order ongruenes in P3
of [15℄, (Π ∩ F )red = (ℓ)red, i.e. (F )red is a plane. 
Proposition 3.7. The family of the tangent lines to a nondegenerate surfae F ⊂
P4 annot have F as its sole omponent of the (pure) fundamental lous.
Proof. If it were so, sine on every line ℓP whih is tangent to a P ∈ F , we would
have three foi, there would be another point Q ∈ F ∩ ℓP , Q 6= P ,
and therefore every tangent plane TPF would interset F in a (plane) urve
CPwhih is neessarily singular in P . Therefore, we would have a family of
dimension two of plane urves, and by C. Segre's Theorem (Theorem 4 of [37℄), this
imply that F is the Veronese surfae, the ubi sroll or a one. But none of these
ases an our sinefor exampleCP should always singular in P . 
Theorem 3.8. If the triseant lines of a surfae F in P4 generate a (possibly
reduible) ongruene of lines of order a0 > 1, then deg(F ) = m ≥ 6.
Proof. If P ∈ P4 is a general point, there will pass at least two triseant lines
through it, ℓ1, ℓ2, and the plane Π generated by them intersets F in at least six
points. Therefore, if m ≤ 5, CP := Π ∩ F is a urve. In suh a way, we obtain a
family of dimension (at least) two of planes, and eah of them ontaining a plane
urve of F , i.e. a ongruene of planes in P4 (see [10℄). Clearly, deg(CP ) < 3,
sine otherwise every triseant is a seant, whih ontradits the triseant lemma
(or Proposition 3.2). If deg(CP ) = 2, then F is a rational variety of degree at least
5, sine Π ontains at least two points in F out of the oni. But F ontains a
family of dimension two of onis, so by C. Segre's Theorem, F an be the Veronese
surfae or a ubi sroll or a one and by degree reasons and by Lemma 3.3 it is
easy to show that none of these ases an our.
If deg(CP ) = 1 again by C. Segre's Theorem we have that, given one of these
lines ℓ ⊂ CP , there will pass innitely many planes Π's through it, i.e. ℓ ⊂ CP for
innitely many P 's. If there is only nitely many of these lines, then there exists
only one: the family of planes ontaining a line has in fat dimension two. But then
ℓ is a omponent of the fundamental 1-lous, whih annot our, sine otherwise
we would have more than three foi on eah line of the ongruene. Therefore F is
a ruled surfae. It is rational also: x a general line r of P4 and onsider the map
whih assoiates to P ∈ r the orresponding line ℓ ⊂ CP . So F is (the projetion
of) a rational normal sroll. Then, applying formula (7) (and Corollary 3.5) to the
rational normal srolls we get the result. 
We need the following lemma, and for proving it we need some results on joins
of projetive varieties, whih an be found in [1℄. We will follow the multipliative
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notation introdued there: if X,Y ⊂ Pn the join of X and Y will be denoted by
XY .
Lemma 3.9. Let CH′ be a general hyperplane setion of the fundamental surfae
F and P a point in it. Then the tangent spae TPCH′ has dimension at most two.
Proof. If there were a point P for whih dim(TPCH′) = 3, F would ontain a
singular urve D (with P ∈ D) suh that if Q ∈ D, then dim(TPF ) = 4. The
join DF of D and F annot be the whole P4, otherwise D would be a fundamental
1-lous. So dimDF = 3, therefore DF is a one with vertex D. In partiular, D
is a line and DF has, as basis, a urve E. If Q is a point in D, we must have
dim(QE2) = 2 and so E must be a plane urve and Q has to be ontained in the
plane E2 (E annot be a line), whih is absurd, sine we would have D ⊂ E2. 
From now on, we will assume that the family of the triseant lines of F is
irreduible.
Proposition 3.10. Let CH′ be a general hyperplane setion of the fundamental
surfae F . Then, if h is the number of the apparent double points of CH′ , we have
a = h(m− 2)−
(
m
3
)
,(10)
k = h−m+ 2,(11)
and if m 6= 5, we obtain:
(12) h =
m(m+ 2)
6
− 1.
Proof. A formula due to Cayleyand to Le Barz, in the singular ase(for a proof
see [33℄) whih expresses the number of triseant lines (i.e. lines ontaining zero
dimensional subshemes of length three ontained in CH′ ) of a urve in P
3
meeting
a line, in our situation givesthank to Lemma 3.9formula (10).
Sine k is the algebrai multipliity of F on VΠ, this means that through a general
point P in F there are k lines of the ongruene (i.e. triseant lines of F ) that meet
Π, and these lines belong to the P3 spanned by the point P and the plane Π.
Formula (11) an be obtained by omputing the (geometri) genus of the generi
hyperplane setionCH′ in two ways with the Clebsh formula: the rst by projeting
CH′ to a plane from a point not belonging to it, and the seond by projeting from
P ∈ F to a general plane.
Formula (12) is obtained from equalities (4), (10) and (11) eliminating a and k,
and simplifying by m− 5. 
Corollary 3.11. The possible values for the degree of the fundamental surfae F
are m = 4, 5, 6.
Proof. This is due to the fat that, by Theorem 2.11, 3 < m < 9 and for the values
m = 7, 8 we have non-integer values for h in formula (12). 
So, the only possible ases to analyse are m = 4, 5, 6.
3.3. Case m = 4. We will prove (in Theorem 3.13, whih in fat preises point (1)
of Theorem 1.1) that the only irreduible surfae in P4 whose triseant lines generate
a rst order ongruene is a smooth projeted Veronese surfae.
A standard fatwhose proof an be found in [21℄is the following
Lemma 3.12. Let S ⊂ PN be an irreduible surfae with rational setions; then S
is a projetion of either a rational normal sroll or a Veronese surfae.
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From this we an lassify the rst order ongruenes whose fundamental surfae
has degree four:
Theorem 3.13. The only surfae F of degree four whih generates a rst order
ongruene is the projetion of the Veronese surfae S from a point not lying on
the seant variety of S. In partiular, F is smooth.
Vie versa, the triseant lines of the smooth, projeted Veronese surfae in P4
generate a rst order ongruene.
Proof. By formula (12) and by the Clebsh formula, F has rational setions; there-
fore, by Lemma 3.12, the possibilities are the projetion of the Veronese surfae,
whih has in fat degree four, and three quarti srolls, projetion of the rational
normal srolls of degree four in P5. By Lemma 3.3 the oni sroll annot our.
Then, we apply Example 2 to get that the triseants of the smooth Veronese
surfae generate a rst order ongruene (and the triseants of the singular one do
not), while the triseants of the srolls generate a ongruene of order zero: in fat,
we have χ = 1 for all these surfae, while for the Veronese surfae we have K2 = 9
and K2 = 8 for the srolls.
There are not (non-seant) lines in P5 of the Veronese surfae S for whih there
are innitely many triseant planes by degree reasons. 
Remark. Besides, we have also that, for the Veronese surfae, a = 2, k = 1 and
x = 0, and so we do not have parasiti planes.
The fat that the srolls do not generate a rst order ongruene an be proven
with the following nie geometri argument, suggested to us by Andrea Bruno: if
we projet a sroll S ⊂ P5 of degree four (i.e. all the surfaes of minimal degree
but the Veronese surfae) from two general points P1 and P2 lying on a seant line
ℓ in S (or, whih is the same, from the seant line ℓ given by the span of the two
points), we obtain a quadri Q in P3. So, the projetion of S from one point P1
is ontained in the quadri one given by the quadri Q and the other point P2.
Sine any point in P5 lies on a seant line of the sroll, the previous projetion is
general. Then the srolls annot generate a rst order ongruene sine a triseant
line of F is ontained in the quadri one.
3.4. Case m = 5. In this subsetion we will prove Theorem 3.14, whih is a more
preise version of points (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.14. If F is an irreduible surfae in P4 of degree ve whose triseant
lines generate a rst order ongruene, then
(1) either F has setional genus one, in whih ase it is the projetion of a
possibly singularDel Pezzo surfae D of P5 (see for example [16℄) from a
point neither ontained in D nor in a plane ontaining an irreduible oni
of D, and we have 5 1-parasiti planes,
(2) or F has setional genus zero and it is a projetion of a smooth rational
normal sroll S in P6 from a non-seant line of S. Moreover we have one
4-parasiti and three 1-parasiti planes.
Vie versa, the triseants of suh surfaes generate a rst order ongruene.
Proof. First of all we observe that F annot be smooth. In fat, if F were smooth,
the number of triseant lines t of F through a general point in P4 would be
t = 2(χ− π + 1),
by formula (8), so t is an even number and then it annot be one.
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Then, we dedue that we have only two possible lists of invariants, whih are the
following
h = 5, k = 2, a = 5, x = 5, π = 1,(13)
h = 6, k = 3, a = 8, x = 19, π = 0.(14)
In fat, from (9), solving the inequality, we have that k > 1, and from (11) we
dedue that k = h− 3, and nally that h > 4. On the other hand, by the Clebsh
formula, h ≤ 6. From this we dedue (13) and (14).
Let us start with ase (13): rst of all, from (3) and from x = 5 we dedue that
the only possibility is to have ve 1-parasiti planes suh that eah of them ontains
a ubi plane urve.
From Theorem 4 of [25℄ and Lemma 3.3, we get that the only possibility is that
F is the projetion of a (possibly singular) Del Pezzo surfae in P5.
It remains to prove that this surfae generates a rst order ongruene. Sine
F is a Del Pezzo surfae, whih is rational, then χ = 1, K = −H , K2 = 5 and
π = 1, and so, by formula (7) t = 1 (If the Del Pezzo is singular, we an take its
desingularization and apply Kleiman's formula to it: the invariants are the same
sine it is always the plane blown-up in four points).
We have that the point of projetion annot lie on a plane πC spanned by an
irreduible oni C ontained in the Del Pezzo D ⊂ P5 sinefor examplethe
(only, by Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.8) triple point of a projetion of D to a P3
must lie on the projetion of C (in fat the double lous of the projetion has degree
5 and is onneted).
Let us onsider now ase (14). By Lemma 3.12, F is a projetion pℓ from a line ℓ
of a rational normal quinti sroll S in P6. S an be the one S0,5 or one of the two
smooth srolls S1,4 and S2,3; but the ase of the one annot our by Lemma 3.3.
We see now that the other two ases our.
First of all, we laim that F has one 4-parasiti and three 1-parasiti planes.
Indeed, the general hyperplane setion CH′ of F is a smooth rational urve of
degree ve in H ∼= P3; so, by a formula of [33℄, the number of quadriseant lines of
CH′ is one. Then, from (3) and x = 19 we obtain that either F ontains a quarti
plane urve and three plane ubis, or 19 plane ubis. But every hyperplane setion
ontains a 4-seant, so we are in the rst ase: indeed, if the quadriseant lines were
not ontained in a plane, they would generate a family of dimension two and all
these lines would be ontained in the fundamental surfae; but the only surfae
with this harateristi is the plane. Therefore the laim is proved.
To onlude it remains to prove that these srolls generate a rst order ongru-
ene, and by formula (7) we have t = 1.
We note that, as in the ase of the Veronese, by degree reasons we an apply
formula (7) for every non-seant ℓ in any of the ases of the theorem. 
Remark. In [12℄ we lassied ase (2) of Theorem 3.14 with the hypothesis that F
has isolated singularities and we obtainedwith a very long geometri argument
that in this ase the projetion must be general; besides, we also obtained a preise
desription of (the mutual position of) the parasiti planes.
3.5. Case m = 6. We will prove Theorem 3.16, whih preises point (4) of Theo-
rem 1.1. We start with the following
Lemma 3.15. Let F ⊂ P4 be an irreduible surfae given by the degeneray lous of
a 3× 4 matrix M of linear forms i.e. a Bordiga surfae. Then with some invertible
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row and olumn operations, M beomes a matrix of the form
M ′ :=

ℓ11 ℓ12 ℓ13 ℓ14ℓ21 ℓ22 ℓ23 ℓ24
ℓ31 ℓ32 ℓ33 0

 ,
where ℓi,j ∈ C[x0, . . . , x4]1, i.e. M is not 1-generi (see [17℄). Moreover, F has at
most 5 singular points.
Proof. In fat, the 2 × 2 minors of the generi 3 × 4 matrix give the Segre variety
Σ2,3 = P
2 × P3. If ℓ ∼= P4 is suh that dim(Σ2,3 ∩ ℓ) = 0, then length(Σ2,3 ∩ ℓ) ≤ 5
sine these points are on Σ2,3 and therefore are in general position. So, applying
Proposition 4.1 of [17℄ we get that M annot be 1-generi.
The 2× 2 minors of M annot determine a urve r, sine the 3× 3 minors would
ontain, byfor exampleLemma 2.5 of [11℄ the seant variety of r. Therefore r
ould be only a line. But if r were a line, then the entries of the matrix M would
not generate the vetor spae C[x0, . . . , x4]1 (simply evaluateM on r) and therefore
F would be a one. 
Theorem 3.16. The only surfae F ⊂ P4 of degree six whose triseants generate
a rst order ongruene is the Bordiga surfae in P4, i.e. the degeneray lous of
a map φ ∈ Hom(O⊕3
P4
,O⊕4
P4
(1))if the minors vanish in the expeted (irreduible)
odimension two. This surfae has at most 5 singular points.
Vie versa, the triseant lines of a Bordiga surfae generate a rst order ongru-
ene.
Proof. First of all we an dedue from the results of the beginning of the setion
that if F has degree six, we have
h = 7, k = 3, a = 8, x = 10, π = 3;
so F has 10 1-parasiti planes. If η is one of these planes (and C = η ∩ F the
orresponding ubi urve), the general element Π of the penil P1η of hyperplanes
ontaining η will interset F out of C in a ubi CΠ (i.e. Π ∩ F = C ∪ CΠ). If
CΠ were reduible, F would be a rational sroll, but this annot happen, sinefor
exampleπ = 3.
Therefore CΠ is a twisted ubi. We an hoose oordinates x0, . . . , x4 on P
4
suh that η = V (x3, x4) and so Π = V (λx3 + µx4) where (λ : µ) ∈ P1. From this
we obtain that CΠ is the determinantal variety given by the 2 × 2 minors of the
following matrix
AΠ :=
(
ℓ11 ℓ12 ℓ13
ℓ21 ℓ22 ℓ23
)
where ℓi,j ∈ C[x0, . . . , x4]1 with of ourse the ondition λx3 + µx4 = 0. From this,
eliminating the parameters (λ : µ), we an obtain a matrix
Aη :=

ℓ11 ℓ12 ℓ13ℓ21 ℓ22 ℓ23
ℓ31 ℓ32 ℓ33


whose determinant denes a ubi hypersurfae whih ontains Fand in fat
C = V (det(Aη)) ∩ η. Therefore, F is the degeneray lous of the following 3 × 4
matrix:
A :=

ℓ11 ℓ12 ℓ13 x3ℓ21 ℓ22 ℓ23 x4
ℓ31 ℓ32 ℓ33 0

 .
The fat that F generate a rst order ongruene follows from Theorem 2.6 of [14℄
(in fat the argument of the proof is still valid even if F is not smooth). Finally we
onlude by Lemma 3.15.
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
Remark. It is a well known fat that if the Bordiga surfae F is smooth, it is a
blow-up of P2 in 10 points P1, . . . , P10 embedded in P
4
by the linear system
|D| := |π∗4L− E1 − E2 − · · · − E10|
where π : F → P2 is the blow-up in the points P1, . . . , P10, L is a line in P2 and Ei
is the bre of π over Pi. In fat F ontains 10 distint lines and 10 distint plane
ubis suh that eah line meets a single ubi.
Even if F is not smooth, one an show that F is the blow-up of P2; with some
work, one an give results similar to those for the Del Pezzo surfaes of [16℄. For
the sake of onision, we will not perform these alulations.
An example (due to F. Zak) of a singular Bordiga surfae is the following
Example 3. Consider the rational normal urve C in P5, whih is given by the
2× 2 minors of the ataletiant matrix
M :=

x0 x1 x2 x3x1 x2 x3 x4
x2 x3 x4 x5

 ;
its seant variety C2 is given by the 3 × 3 minors of M : see [11℄. Then onsider a
general linear setion ℓ of C2: it is a Bordiga surfae with 5 singular points, whih
are ℓ ∩C.
From the results just proven in this setion, we get an interesting haraterization
of the Bordiga surfae:
Proposition 3.17. The only linearly normal surfae in P4 whose triseants gen-
erate a rst order ongruene is the Bordiga surfae.
Remark. The Bordiga surfae is given by the vanishing of the minors of a general
matrix of type 3× 4 of linear entries. We reall that also the rational normal ubi
is the only urve in P3 whose seants generate a rst order ongruene, see [15℄ and
that this urve is given by the vanishing of the minors of a general matrix of type
2× 3 of linear entries.
3.6. Final remarks on these ongruenes. Let us make some onluding re-
marks about the results just proved: we onsider now the ongruene B as a sub-
variety of dimension three in G(1, 4). Let us give the following
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First of all, the fat that ongruene given by the triseant
lines of the Veronese surfae is smooth follows from the general results of Subse-
tion 2.1 of [14℄; similarly, the variety B parametrising the triseant lines of the
Bordiga surfae is smooth from the general results of Subsetion 2.2 of [14℄, in par-
tiular Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. For alulating the invariants of these
ongruenes, we an simply get them from the resolutions of their ideal sheaves
given in [14℄. Atually, the setional genus π(B) an be alulated also diretly,
and this is done, for example, in [3℄; in this ase the formula is
π(B) = pa(Ca) + a− 1,
where Ca is the urve in G(1, 4) whih orresponds to the sroll of the lines of the
ongruene ontained in a hyperplane of P4. The genus pa(Ca) is alulated in
Proposition 2.4 of [24℄ in terms of the degree and of the genus of CH′ , so we an
ompute the genus simply applying this result. But here we will ompute pa(Ca)
diretly with a nie geometri argument. It is immediate that in the ase of a linear
ongruene Ca is rational; on the other hand, in the ase of the Bordiga surfae,
we an onsider a hyperplane setion H ontaining two twisted ubis C1 and C2
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meeting in four points, P1, . . . , P4. The seants of C1 whih meet C2 form, in the
Grassmannian G(1, H) ∼= G(1, 3), a urve of degree 12, as an easy omputation
with the Shubert alulus shows. In this ase, the two ubis meet in four points,
so the urve of degree 12 has, as irreduible omponents, four onisgiven by
the lines of the joins PiC1whih have to be ut out, and a quarti, C4, whih is
rational, sine it is ontained in the Veronese surfae (i.e. the seant variety of C1
in G(1, H)). Using the same argument for C2, we obtain another quarti C
′
4, and so
Ca ∼= C4 ∪C′4. C4 ∩C
′
4 is given by four points: in fat, the Shubert alulus shows
that there are 10 lines whih are seants both C1 and C2; but six of them are in
the ones Pi ·C1. Then, by adjuntion, we have pa(Ca) = 3 and so π(B) = 10. 
Remark. Note that the ongruene B given by the triseant lines of a general
projetion to P4 of a rational normal sroll in P6 is not smooth: this is due to the
fat that we have a 4-parasiti plane, see Theorem 3.14, and eah of the lines of
this plane is a singular (a 4-tuple) point for B.
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